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Love You Dead
Peter James

An ugly duckling as a child, Jodie Bentley had two dreams 
in life - to be beautiful and rich. She's achieved the first, with 
a little help from a plastic surgeon, and now she's working 
hard on the second. Her philosophy on money is simple: 
you can either earn it or marry it. Marrying is easy, it's 
getting rid of the husband afterwards that's harder, that 
takes real skill. But hey, practice makes perfect... Detective 
Superintendent Roy Grace is feeling the pressure from his 
superiors, his previous case is still giving him sleepless 
nights, there have been major developments with his 
missing wife Sandy, and an old adversary is back. But 
worse than all of this, he now believes a Black Widow is 
operating in his city. One with a venomous mind... and 
venomous skills. Soon Grace comes to the frightening 
realisation that he may have underestimated just how 
dangerous this lady is.

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447255819 $44.99

Zero K
Don DeLillo

We are born without choosing to be. Should we have to 
die in the same manner? Isn't it a human glory to refuse 
to accept a certain fate? Jeffrey Lockhart's father, Ross, 
is a billionaire in his sixties, with a younger wife, Artis 
Martineau, whose health is failing. Ross is the primary 
investor in a remote and secret compound where death is 
exquisitely controlled and bodies are preserved until a 
future time when biomedical advances and new 
technologies can return them to a life of transcendent 
promise. Jeff joins Ross and Artis at the compound to 
say "an uncertain farewell" to her as she surrenders her 
body. Ross feels a deep need to awake to a new world 
but his son, Jeff is committed to living, to experiencing 
"the mingled astonishments of our time, here on earth." 
*Instore 26th April

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509822850 $39.99

The Paris Secret
Karen Swan

Somewhere along the cobbled streets of Paris, an 
apartment lies thick with dust and secrets: full of priceless 
artworks hidden away for decades. High-flying Fine Art 
Agent Flora from London, more comfortable with the tension 
of a million-pound auction than a cosy candlelit dinner for 
two, is called in to asses these suddenly discovered 
treasures. As an expert in her field, she must trace the 
history of each painting and just who has concealed them 
for so long. Thrown in amongst the glamorous Vermeil 
family as they move between Paris and Antibes, Flora 
begins to discover that things aren't all that they seem, 
while back at home her own family is recoiling from a 
seismic shock. The terse and brooding Xavier Vermeil 
seems intent on forcing Flora out of his family's affairs - but 
just what is he hiding?

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509834273 $44.99

The Watercolourist
Beatrice Masini

Nineteenth-century Italy. Bianca, a gifted young 
watercolourist, arrives at a beautiful villa in the 
countryside outside Milan. She settles into her grand new 
home, invited into the heart of the family by the eccentric 
poet Don Titta. As the seasons pass, Bianca develops 
her art - and attracts many admirers. And while most of 
the household's servants view her with envy, she soon 
develops a special affection for one housemaid, who has 
mysterious origins... But as Bianca's determination to 
unlock the secrets of the villa grows, she little notices the 
dangers that lie all around her. Who is the mysterious 
woman she has glimpsed in the gardens? What could 
Don Titta and his friends be whispering about so 
furtively? And while Bianca watches so carefully for 
clues, who is watching her?

Mantle • HB • Historical Fiction

9781447257707 $39.99

Invincible Summer
Alice Adams

Inseparable through university, Eva, Benedict, Sylvie and 
Lucien graduate into an exhilarating world on the brink of 
the new millennium. Eva breaks away to work at a big bank. 
Benedict stays behind to complete his PhD in Physics and 
pine for Eva, while siblings Sylvie and Lucien pursue a more 
bohemian existence. But as their twenties give way to their 
thirties, the four friends find their paths diverging as they 
struggle to navigate broken hearts and thwarted dreams. A 
novel about finding the courage to carry on despite life not 
always turning out as expected, and a powerful testament to 
love and friendship as the constants in an ever-changing 
world, Invincible Summer is a dazzling depiction of the 
highs and lows of adulthood and the greater forces that 
shape us.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509814701 $32.99

The Searcher
Chris Morgan Jones

Isaac Hammer is under arrest. The police have proof that 
his company, a private London intelligence agency, has 
been tapping phones, hacking emails, bribing police -
and now he must face the consequences. But this wasn't 
Hammer's work. This was all Ben Webster, and now 
Webster is missing. Released from custody, Hammer 
heads to Webster's house to persuade his old colleague 
to give himself up. But Webster isn't there and his wife 
hasn't heard from him in days. Hammer has no choice 
but to break bail to bring back the wanted man. In 
Georgia, every step he takes is watched by policemen, 
spies and gangsters. Someone out there, Hammer soon 
realises, is ready to kill him and everyone dear to him to 
stop him stumbling towards the truth...

Mantle • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780230769823 $39.99
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The Ladies of the House
Molly McGrann

On a hot July day, three elderly people are found dead in a dilapidated house in Primrose 
Hill. Reading the story in a newspaper as she prepares to leave the country, Marie Gillies 
has an unshakable feeling that she is somehow to blame. How did these three people 
come to live together, and how did they all die at once? The truth lies in a very different 
England, and in the secret world of the ladies of the house...

Picador • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447274773 $19.99

The Allegations
Mark Lawson

On the morning after he has celebrated his 60th birthday party, there's a knock on Ned 
Marriott's door. Detectives have come to arrest him over an allegation of sexual assault. 
Ned is one of the country's best-known historians - but this 'historic' claim from someone 
the cops insist on calling 'the victim' threatens him with personal and professional ruin and 
potential imprisonment. The Allegations startlingly captures a contemporary culture in 
which allegations are easily made and reputations casually destroyed. Asking readers to 
decide who they believe, it explores a modern nightmare that could happen, in some way, 
to anyone whose view of personal history may differ from someone else's.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509820887 $39.99

City of Strangers
Louise Millar

Grace Scott returns from honeymoon with her new husband, Mac, to find a man lying dead 
in their new Edinburgh flat. They don't know who he is or where he's come from. The 
mystery of his identity remains unsolved. Then, three months later, Grace finds a note 
tucked inside one of the wedding gifts which sends her on a journey to discover what really 
happened in her flat. A journey that becomes more dangerous the closer she comes to the 
truth... What she discovers will change her life.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447281122 $19.99

The Case of the Missing Brontë
Robert Barnard

Superintendent Perry Trethowan is returning to London with his wife, Jan, after visiting his 
difficult family in Northumberland. Driving through the Yorkshire Dales their car breaks 
down, and they find themselves stranded in a small village for the night. Taking refuge in 
the local pub for the evening, Perry and Jan are joined by Miss Edith Wing, a seemingly 
unremarkable woman with an extraordinary document in her possession. Is this really an 
undiscovered novel by one of the Brontë sisters - sure to be a literary sensation - or simply 
an extremely clever forgery? What starts out as a harmless diversion for Robert Barnard's 
determined policeman, turns into a hunt for a vicious attacker, in this classic mystery from 
a master of the genre.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509813209 $19.99

A Little Local Murder
Robert Barnard

The news that Radio Broadwich is to make a documentary on Twytching for broadcast in 
America spreads through the small village like wildfire. Mrs Deborah Withens, Twytching's 
resident doyenne and arbiter of good taste, takes it upon herself to control the presentation 
of her 'county town' and assumes responsibility for picking those that will take part, 
provoking fierce rivalry amongst the villagers. One resident who is reticent to participate in 
the fuss is Inspector George Parrish... until the murder of the first villager chosen, and a 
rash of poison pen letters uncovering secrets Twytching's leading citizens had fervently 
hoped were buried, force him to get involved.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781509813216 $19.99

An Unbreakable Bond
Mary Wood

It is 1913 and for best friends Megan and Hattie, brought up in a convent orphanage in 
Leeds, the time has come to make their way in the world. Megan is to become an 
apprentice seamstress and Hattie is to work as a scullery maid at Lord Marley's country 
residence. Once separated, Megan begins to excel at dress-making, but Hattie is less 
fortunate. After a devastating encounter with Lord Marley, she is forced to earn a living 
working the streets. As the two grow up, both Megan and Hattie's paths are beset with 
danger at every turn, with the heinous Lord Marley never far away. Can their unbreakable 
bond carry them through their suffering and allow them to make way for true love that may 
be just around the corner?

Pan • PB • Sagas

9781447267409 $19.99

Assassin's Silence
Ward Larsen

In the spirit of The Fifth Assassin, The Hit and The Kill Artist comes Assassin's 
Silence. When it comes to disappearing, David Slaton has few equals. Police in three 
countries have written off trying to find him. His old employer, Mossad, keeps no 
forwarding address. Even his wife and son are convinced he is dead. So when an assault 
team strikes, Slaton is taken by surprise. He kills one man and manages to escape. Half a 
world away, in the baleful heat of the Amazon, an obscure air cargo company purchases a 
derelict airliner and works feverishly to make it airworthy. The CIA assesses the two 
spectacles are intertwined - the killer is a man long thought to be dead, and the lost airliner 
has been highly modified into a tool of unimaginable terror.

Griffin • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9780765385772 $35.99

All Fixed Up
Linda Grimes

Ciel Halligan, aura adaptor extraordinaire, has a lot of experience filling in for her clients -
as them. A rare genetic quirk gives her the ability to absorb human energy and project it 
back out in a flawless imitation. She's hard at work, posing as a well-known and celebrated 
astronaut... when a photographer sees right through her aura. Worse, it soon becomes 
apparent that he not only knows Ciel's not who she's supposed to be, but means her harm. 
As Ciel's adaptor friends and family members are hunted down, Ciel starts tom realise 
she's the ultimate target. She turns to Billy Doyle, her best-friend-turned-boyfriend, for 
help, but when an unexpected crisis causes him to take off without a word, she's left to rely 
on her not-so-former crush, CIA agent Mark Fielding.

Tor Books • HB • Fantasy

9780765376398 $36.99

Solemn
Kalisha Buckhanon

Solemn Redvine is a precocious Mississippi girl who senses a nearby baby may be her 
half-sibling: the outcome of her father's mistakes with a married woman who lives in their 
trailer park. After Solemn witnesses a man throw the baby down a community well, she 
struggles to understand the event, leaving her forever changed. Solemn remains trapped 
by connections to the missing other woman and an honest cop who suspects more to the 
story than others on the small local police force want to see. When her father's next 
mistake - a robbery - lands Solemn in a group home for troubled girls, she meets a 
Chicago delinquent who wants to escape. There, Solemn must face the truth of who she 
really is and what she is really made of.

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250091598 $25.99

Some Possible Solutions
Helen Phillips

In a spine-tingling new collection, the "unique"(NPR) and "wickedly funny" (New York 
Times) Helen Phillips offers an idiosyncratic series of "what-ifs" about our fragile human 
condition. Some Possible Solutions offers an idiosyncratic series of "What ifs": What if 
your perfect hermaphrodite match existed on another planet? What if you could suddenly 
see through everybody's skin to their organs? What if you knew the exact date of your 
death? What if your city was filled with doppelgangers of you? By turns surreal, witty, and 
perplexing, these marvellous stories are ultimately a reflection of our own reality and of the 
big questions that we all face. Who are we? Where do we fit? Phillips is a true original and 
a treasure.

Henry Holt • HB • Short Stories

9781627793797 $36.99

The Weekenders
Mary Kay Andrews

A delightful new novel by the New York Times bestselling author of Beach Town. Some 
people stay all summer long on the idyllic island of Belle Isle, North Carolina. Some people 
come only for the weekends-and it's something they look forward to all week long. When 
Riley Griggs is waiting for her husband to arrive at the ferry one Friday afternoon, she is 
instead served with papers informing her that her island home is being foreclosed. To 
make matters worse, her husband is nowhere to be found. She turns to her island friends 
for help and support, but each of them has their own secrets and the clock is ticking as the 
mystery deepens. Cocktail parties and crab boil aside, Riley must find a way to investigate 
the secrets of Belle Island, the husband she might not really know, and the summer that 
could change everything.

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250065940 $37.99

The Real Mrs. Price
J. D. Mason

Lucy Price is living the American dream. She is happily married to her successful husband, 
Edward Price. Until she learns that Eddie is wrapped up in some dangerously ruthless 
business. Then Eddie disappears, but not before warning Lucy that if she wants to keep 
breathing she'd better keep her mouth shut. But what is a wife to do when her husband 
has been missing for six months and she starts to look like the prime suspect? An outcast 
in her own community, Marlowe is only accepted by her peers after a whirlwind marriage to 
Eddie Price. For Marlowe and Eddie, there is no such thing as trouble in paradise. But 
when Marlowe witnesses a dead man being hauled by Eddie from his car, the illusion 
comes crashing down around her and she knows she has to move fast before the devil 
comes calling once again.

St Martin's Press • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250052254 $25.99

Danger, Sweetheart
MaryJanice Davidson

Rich and carefree, Blake is thrown for a curve when his former cocktail-waitress mother 
pleads he go back to her roots to save the town she grew up in. Blake's used to using 
money to solve his problems, but when he arrives in Sweetheart, North Dakota, this city 
boy has to trade in his high-priced shoes for a pair of cowboy boots... and he's about to get 
a little help from the loveliest lady in town... Natalie Lane's the prettiest gal to ever put on a 
pair of work gloves, there's nothing she can't do to keep a farm up and running. But when a 
handsome city-slicker rolls into town with nothing but bad farmer's instincts and good 
intentions, Natalie's heartstrings are pulled. She's about to teach him a thing or two about 
how to survive in Sweetheart. And he's about to teach her a thing or two about love...

St Martin's Press • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250053152 $25.99

Selected Poems
Gillian Clarke

Selected Poems gathers together the best of Gillian Clarke's poetry in a single volume. 
National Poet of Wales, winner of the Queen's Gold Medal for Poetry and the Wilfred 
Owen Association Poetry award, Clarke is one of the best-known names in UK poetry 
today, as well as one of the most popular poets on the school curriculum. Over the past 
four decades her work has examined nature, womanhood, art, music, Welsh history - and 
always with the lyric and imagistic precision by which her poetry is instantly recognisable. 
But perhaps her greatest inspiration is the Welsh landscape and all the human stories that 
it hosts.

Picador • TPB • Poetry

9781509821921 $32.99



Say Something Back
Denise Riley

Say Something Back will allow readers to see just why the name of Denise Riley has 
been held in such high regard by her fellow poets for so long. The book reproduces A Part 
Song, a profoundly moving document of grieving and loss, and one of the most widely 
admired long poems of recent years. Elsewhere these poems become a space for 
contemplation of the natural world and of physical law, and for the deep consideration of 
what it is to invoke those who are absent. But finally, they extend our sense of what the act 
of human speech can mean - and especially what is drawn forth from us when we address 
our dead.

Picador • PB • Poetry By Individual Poets

9781447270379 $22.99

Shanghai Grand
Taras Grescoe

On the eve of the Second World War, the foreign-controlled port of Shanghai was the 
rendezvous for the twentieth century's most outlandish adventurers. Emily Hahn, a 
legendary New Yorker journalist, arrived there at the height of the Depression and her 
writing would open Western eyes to the realities of life in China. Hahn was absorbed into 
the social swirl of the expats drawn to pre-war China, among them Ernest Hemingway, 
Martha Gellhorn, and the colourful gangster Morris 'Two-Gun' Cohen. But when she met 
Zau Sinmay, a Chinese poet from an illustrious family, she discovered the real Shanghai 
through his eyes: the city of rich colonials, triple agents, displaced Chinese peasants, and 
increasingly desperate White Russian and Jewish refugees.

Macmillan • HB • Biography: Historical, Political & Military

9781447253433 $44.99

Mad Frank and Family
David and Pat Fraser

Drawing on exclusive final interviews with Frank, and with unprecedented access to his 
closest relatives, Mad Frank and Family follows his rise from a small kid stealing to put 
food on the table to a feared and respected West End crime lord and head of a legendary 
gangland family. It includes the story of Frank's beloved sister, Eva, who was a top-class 
West End shoplifter, and his sons David and Patrick, who reveal in shocking detail the full 
extent of the family's network and the influences that shaped them.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Biography: General

9780283072499 $34.99

Wish Lanterns
Alec Ash

The youth are the generation that will change China. There are over 320 million in their 
teens and twenties, more than the population of the USA. Born after Mao, natives of a 
nation on the rise, they are destined to have an unprecedented influence on global affairs. 
These millennials, offspring of the only child policy, face fierce competition and pressure to 
succeed. Dislocated from their country's tumultuous past, they are caught between 
tradition and modernity. Wish Lanterns tells the stories of six young Chinese. Dahai is a 
military child and a rebel; 'Fred' is a daughter of the Party. Lucifer is an aspiring superstar; 
Snail a country migrant addicted to online gaming. Xiaoxiao is a hipster from the freezing 
north; and Mia a skinhead fashionista from Xinjiang in the far west.

Picador • HB • Travel Writing

9781447237952 $39.99

Anxiety for Beginners
Eleanor Morgan

Eleanor Morgan's first-person account of her own struggles with anxiety was published as 
part of 'The Vice Guide to Mental Health' and was read by five million people across fifteen 
countries within four days. Anxiety for Beginners will serve as a guide for those who live 
with anxiety disorders and those who live with it by proxy. Combining her own experiences 
(rendered in emotive detail) with extensive research with experts (neurologists, 
psychiatrists, geneticists and fellow sufferers - many of them very familiar faces), Morgan 
will discover the way in which people can live a life that is not just manageable but 
enjoyable, learning to accept anxiety rather than spend a life fighting and being ashamed 
of it.

Bluebird • HB • Memoirs

9781509813230 $39.99

Fighting for Freedom
Editors of the Official John Wayne Magazine

This is a behind the scenes look at how John Wayne's films told Americans, stories of their 
heroes in uniform and at the same time how he worked to inspire those in uniform. His 
patriotism and support of the troops make him as relative now as it did then. Duke brought 
to life some of cinema's most memorable soldiers, from Sands of Iwo Jima's John Stryker 
toThe Longest Day's Lt. Col. Benjamin Vandervoort. These classic characters not only 
entertained a nation but inspired some of America's greatest heroes for generations to 
come.

St Martin's Press • HB • History

9781942556237 $32.99

The Champion's Comeback
Jim Afremow

Leading sports psychologist Jim Afremow, author of the successful debut, The 
Champion's Mind, knows what makes good athletes great - especially when they come 
back to win after facing devastating injuries, tough obstacles, or seemingly insurmountable 
odds. Now, in The Champion's Comeback, he offers winning strategies for athletes of 
any skill level or age to get mentally psyched for competition, quickly rebound after a loss, 
and overcome injuries (and the fear of re-injury). In clear, engaging language, Afremow 
explores the psychology of commitment and shows readers how to develop the core 
confidence of repeat champions.

Rodale • HB • Sports Training & Coaching

9781623366797 $35.99

The Code of the Extraordinary Mind
Vishen Lakhiani

Blending evolutionary biology, computation thinking, meditation exercises and more, The 
Code of the Extraordinary Mind provides a new framework for understanding and 
enhancing the human self. It also includes interviews that Lakhiani has conducted with 
Elon Musk, Richard Branson, Peter Diamandis, Ken Wilber, Dean Kamen, Michael 
Beckwith, Dave Asprey, Arianna Huffington, and other legendary actors on today's stage 
ranging from billionaires to bio-hackers. Armed with the mega marketing power of 
Mindvalley (2 million opt-in subscribers and counting, plus millions more using apps and 
other communities), Vishen Lakhiani is one of the most influential people in personal 
growth today.

Rodale • HB • Self-Help & Personal Development

9781623367084 $27.99

The New York Times Decaf Crosswords
The New York Times

The start of a new coffee-themed trio!Do you like your crosswords like your coffee? These 
fast and easy puzzles won't keep you up at night. Features: * 150 easy level Monday and 
Tuesday crosswords * Edited by puzzle maven, Will Shortz * Portable for solving on the 
go!

St Martin's Press • TPB • Puzzles & Quizzes

9781250093653 $21.99

The New York Times Light & Sweet Crosswords
The New York Times

The second book in a new three-part, coffee themed omnibus series. Contains 150 
medium level puzzles in a portable trim size.The second book in a new three-part, coffee 
themed omnibus series. Features: *150 medium-level Wednesday and Thursday puzzles 
*Edited by puzzle maven, Will Shortz * Portable and perfect for solving on the go!

St Martin's Press • TPB • Puzzles & Quizzes

9781250093660 $21.99

The New York Times Double Shot Crosswords
The New York Times

The hardest level of our new coffee-themed trio! Do you like your crosswords like your 
coffee? You'll need a double shot of espresso to crack these tricky puzzles! Features: * 
150 challenging Friday and Saturday crosswords * Edited by puzzle maven, Will Shortz * 
Portable for solving on the go!

St Martin's Press • TPB • Puzzles & Quizzes

9781250093677 $21.99

I Wonder
Doyin Richards

A celebration of fatherhood, from the founder of Daddy Doin' Work and popular blogger. 
What do daddies do with their children? They style hair, they carpool, they cuddle (after 
they look under beds for monsters). They play, they motivate, and they comfort. Dads may 
sometimes wonder if they're doing a good job. But one thing they're sure of is that they 
love every moment with their children. Doyin Richards is a dad whose mission is to 
celebrate "how fatherhood is the coolest and most rewarding gig a man will ever have in 
his lifetime." I Wonder is a book for families to share on special occasions, and every day.

St Martin's Press • HB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781250078957 $26.99

Big Data Baseball
Travis Sawchik

A behind-the-scenes look at how the Pittsburgh Pirates used big data strategies to end the 
longest losing streak in North American pro sports history. After twenty consecutive losing 
seasons for the Pittsburgh Pirates, team morale was low, the club's payroll ranked near the 
bottom of the sport, game attendance was down, and the city was becoming increasingly 
disenchanted with its team. Big Data Baseball is the story of how the 2013 Pirates, mired 
in the longest losing streak in North American pro-sports history, adopted drastic big-data 
strategies to end the drought, make the playoffs, and turn around the franchise's fortunes. 
Big Data Baseball is Moneyball for a new generation. It is an entertaining and 
enlightening underdog story that uses the 2013 Pirates season as the perfect lens to 
examine the sport's burgeoning big-data movement.

St Martin's Press • TPB • Baseball

9781250094254 $26.99

Jackie Robinson in Quotes
Danny Peary

With Baseball Immortal: Jackie Robinson, Danny Peary takes you on an incredible, 
unique journey to a time of great progress in America and some really good baseball. Get 
a first-hand, 360-degree look at one of America's greatest and most important athletes 
through his words and the words of those around him - from his outspoken wife, Rachel 
Robinson, his childhood influencers, fans, other baseball greats and more. Baseball fans 
will get an advantage reading about Robinson's life just in time to celebrate major 
anniversaries of the great player. In 2016 and 2017, the MLB will commemorate the 70th 
anniversaries of Robinson's first debuts in the minor leagues and in the major leagues with 
the Dodgers, along with other anniversaries like the 35th anniversary of his induction into 
the Hall of Fame.

St Martin's Press • HB • Baseball

9781624142444 $29.99



The Only Rule Is It Has to Work
Ben Lindbergh, Sam Miller

What would happen if two statistics-minded outsiders were allowed to run a professional 
baseball team? It's the ultimate in fantasy baseball: You get to pick the roster, set the 
lineup, and decide on strategies -- with real players, in a real ballpark, playing in real time. 
That's what Ben Lindbergh and Sam Miller got to do when the Sonoma Stompers, an 
independent minor-league team in California, offered them the chance to run the team's 
baseball operations according to the most advanced statistics. It's a wild ride, as the 
authors' infectious enthusiasm and feel for the absurd make the Stompers' story one that 
will speak to numbers geeks and traditionalists alike. And it proves that you don't need a 
bat or a glove to make a genuine contribution to the game.

Henry Holt • HB • Baseball

9781627795647 $39.99

Future Right
Donald Critchlow

Future Right proposes political strategies for Republicans to take advantage of trends, 
mobilize new constituencies, and create a vibrant new majority that reflects the 
times.Contrary to those who argue that demographics are political destiny, social trends 
are transforming identity categories of race, gender, and youth - all of which provide rich 
opportunities for Republicans to create a new majority. To accomplish this, Republicans 
will need imagination and political acumen if they are to win over those constituencies that 
have become the base of the Democratic Party: minorities, young women, and millennials. 
Behind the reality of current voting patterns, which without doubt presents a gloomy future 
for the Republican Party, social trends and a deeper analysis of political attitudes reveal 
there is much room for Republican optimism.

St Martin's Press • HB • Political Science & Theory

9781250087584 $37.99

Shelter
Jung Yun

Kyung Cho owns a house that he can't afford, his debts are spiralling out of control and 
he's worried for his family's future. A few miles away Kyung's parents, Jin and Mae, with 
whom he has a complicated relationship, live in the town's most exclusive neighbourhood. 
When an act of violence leaves Jin and Mae unable to live on their own, the dynamic 
suddenly changes, and he takes them in. As the safe distance between them collapses, 
Kyung is forced to question what it means to be a good husband, father and son, while the 
life he knew begins to crumble. In the tradition of Affliction and The House of Sand and 
Fog, Shelter is a masterfully crafted debut novel that asks what it means to provide for 
one's family and, in answer, delivers a story as riveting as it is profound.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509810505 $34.99

The People's Gardener
Jim Buttress

In this warm and funny memoir, Jim takes us from his boyhood obsession with Percy 
Thrower to his ten-year stint as Superintendent of the Central Royal Parks. Here, his day-
to-day duties could include anything from having a drink and a chat with the Queen Mother 
to working out how to water some elephants who'd taken up residence in Hyde Park. Jim 
also reveals what it's like to exhibit, and to win gold, at the Chelsea Flower Show, and 
shares his many adventures as a judge; from the joy of awarding medals to grateful 
winners to the shock of being threatened with a punch on the nose from the odd irate loser. 
Packed with brilliant characters, this book will delight everyone who shares Jim's love of 
gardening.

Sidgwick & Jackson • HB • Biography & True Stories

9780283072550 $39.99

Absolute Pandemonium
Brian Blessed

There is no one quite like Brian Blessed. He's an actor, film star, trained undertaker, 
unlikely diplomat, secret romantic, martial artist and mountaineer. He's also a brilliant 
storyteller who will - and you must brace yourself - simply leap out of the pages at you. 
Ready? Then open Absolute Pandemonium and you'll be taken on a riotous journey from 
his childhood, growing up the son of a miner in Goldthorpe, to finding fame in Z-Cars. 
You'll see Brian falling for Katharine Hepburn on the set of The Trojan Women, suffering 
wires strapped round his wotsits as he was hoisted into the heavens on Flash Gordon, 
almost causing an international incident when meeting the Emperor and Empress of 
Japan, and winning round George Lucas to get the role of Boss Nass on Star Wars 
Episode I: The Phantom Menace.

Pan • PB • Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment

9781447292975 $19.99

Olympic Poems - 100% Unofficial!
Brian Moses,Roger Stevens

There are poems about winning, and about taking part; poems about having all the right 
kit, but no talent; poems that show that it if you are at school being the best egg and spoon 
racer really is as important to your mum and dad as being an Olympic athlete; poems 
about being a team player and poems about being an individual hero. In fact, this book is 
packed with sporting gems of all kinds.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

9781509812240 $14.99

The Pout-Pout Fish Giant Sticker Book
Deborah Diesen

The star of the New York Times-bestselling picture book The Pout-Pout Fish is back in this 
new sticker activity book with over 1,000 stickers! Preschoolers will love the fun-packed 
pages of this oh-so-cute Pout-Pout Fish sticker book. Little hands will be kept busy using 
over 1,000 stickers featuring characters from the series to finish sticker scenes, solve 
mazes, and complete other puzzles. Perfect for rainy days inside or sunny days outside, 
car trips or at home, to share with friends or individual play, this sticker book is sure to 
delight little guppies.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Picture Books

9781250063946 $22.99


